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Computing-Device Clipboards Accessible via Audible Input 
 
Abstract: 
This publication describes methods and techniques, implemented on computing devices, 
directed at enhancing a user experience associated with copying and pasting items, including text, 
images, and other media.  In aspects, a computing device includes a multi-item clipboard and a 
Clipboard Manager configured to utilize a machine-learned algorithm (“Sound Recognition 
Module”) to translate sound data to a categorical key (e.g., a value used to identify a certain 
component within a data-structure).  While a user performs actions directed at copying an item 
(e.g., keystroking a keyboard combination), the Clipboard Manager can accept audible input from 
a user (e.g., a voice command).  Once the user provides a discernible sound, the Sound Recognition 
Module translates the sound to a key.  The Clipboard Manager then associates the key with the 
item, creating a key-value pair, and stores the key-value pair in the multi-item clipboard.  To paste 
the item, the user can perform actions directed at pasting an item (e.g., keystroking a keyboard 
combination) and provide an associated sound.  After providing the sound, the Sound Recognition 
Module translates the sound to a key.  The Clipboard Manager can then search through the multi-




 Clipboard, copy and paste, multi-item clipboard, dictionary, key, key-value pair, multi-
item buffer, weighted clipboard, machine-learning, machine-learned model, voice recognition, 
smartphone, computing device, single-queue storage 
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Background:  
Computing devices often allocate a reserved portion of memory (a “clipboard”) that 
temporarily stores data so that users can copy and paste text, images, or other media within and 
between applications.  Generally, a clipboard has a single buffer, enabling users to paste only the 
most recently copied item using, for example, a combination of keyboard keystrokes or by 
selecting certain graphical elements displayed on the screen.  To enhance the user experience 
associated with copying and pasting items, it is desirable to provide users a multi-item clipboard 
that is accessible using audible input.  
 
Description: 
This publication describes methods and techniques, implemented on computing devices, 
directed at enhancing the user experience associated with copying and pasting items, including 
text, images, and other media.  While the example computing device described in this publication 
is a smartphone, other types of computing devices (e.g., computers, tablets, watches) may also 
support the methods and techniques described herein.   
A computing device may include one or more processors, transceivers, an input/output 
device (e.g., a screen), an audio sensor (e.g., a microphone), and a computer-readable medium 
(CRM).  The CRM may include any storage device (e.g., disk space) or suitable memory like 
random-access memory (RAM), static RAM (SRAM), dynamic RAM (DRAM), non-volatile 
RAM (NVRAM), read-only memory (ROM), or flash memory.  The CRM may include device 
data like user data, multimedia data, application(s) data, and/or an operating system of the 
computing device.  The device data are executable by the processor(s) to enable the methods and 
techniques described herein.  The operating system of the computing device may provide a buffer 
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(“clipboard”) in short-term memory and/or in long-term storage, enabling data transfer within and 
between applications.  More than one item may be stored in the clipboard (“multi-item clipboard”) 
at a time.   
The device data may include executable instructions of a Clipboard Manager utilizing a 
machine-learned model (“Sound Recognition Module”).  The Sound Recognition Module may be 
a standard neural-network-based model with corresponding layers required for processing input 
features like fixed-side vectors, text embeddings, or variable length sequences.  The Sound 
Recognition Module may be implemented as one or more of a support vector machine (SVM), a 
recurrent neural network (RNN), a convolutional neural network (CNN), a dense neural network 
(DNN), one or more heuristics, other machine-learning techniques, a combination thereof, and so 
forth.  The Sound Recognition Module is iteratively trained, off-device, by exposure to training 
sequences and/or events.  For example, the Sound Recognition Module may be trained through 
labeled sound data (e.g., claps, whistles, measured live speech of individual words or phrases).  As 
a result of the training, the Sound Recognition Module can translate sound data to a categorical 
key.  The keys are values (e.g., strings, integers) assigned to sound data used to organize and 
identify sound data within the clipboard data-structure more efficiently.  After sufficient training, 
the Sound Recognition Module can be deployed to the CRM of a computing device as an 
independent module or implemented into the Clipboard Manager. 
In aspects, a user may perform actions directed at copying an item to the clipboard by, for 
example, highlighting, selecting, or using a screenshot utility and then keystroking a keyboard 
combination or right-clicking the item and selecting Copy.  Responsive to any combination of 
these user-performed actions directed at copying an item, one or more processors of the computing 
device execute the instructions of the Clipboard Manager.  In a first step, simultaneous to or 
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directly after copying an item, the Clipboard Manager accepts audible input (e.g., vocalization, 
clapping, whistling) from a user.  While the user provides the discernible sound, the audio sensor 
measures the sound and converts the mechanical wave energy into an electrical signal (“sound 
data”).  The sound data may be an analog signal or a digital signal depending on the audio sensor.  
In a second step, the Clipboard Manager receives the sound data and translates the sound data to a 
key using the Sound Recognition Module.  In a third step, the Clipboard Manager associates the 
key with the copied item.  The association may involve the Clipboard Manager assigning the sound 
as the key for the item, resulting in a key-value pair.  In a fourth step, the Clipboard Manager stores 
the key-value pair in the multi-item clipboard (e.g., dictionary). 
Responsive to a user performing actions directed at pasting an item from the clipboard by, 
for example, keystroking a keyboard combination or right-clicking and selecting Paste, the 
Clipboard Manager, in a fifth step, accepts audible input from the user.  While the user provides 
the sound, the audio sensor measures the sound and converts it to sound data.  In a sixth step, the 
Clipboard Manager receives the sound data and translates the sound data to a key using the Sound 
Recognition Module.  In a seventh step, the Clipboard Manager searches through the multi-item 
clipboard using the key as the search criteria.  In an eighth step, upon identifying a matching key, 
the Clipboard Manager retrieves the associated value and outputs the item to a user-designated 
location.   
Figure 1 illustrates steps one through four executed on a computing device. 
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As illustrated in Figure 1, the computing device is a smartphone.  The smartphone displays 
an item (e.g., a string of text from Hamlet) on the screen.  The user highlights a portion of the 
string (“To be or not to be”) and selects Copy.  The Clipboard Manager then accepts audible input 
from the user.  In this example, the audible input is vocalization (“Book quote”).  The audio sensor 
measures the vocalization and converts it to an electronic signal.  The electronic signal is an analog 
signal measured in volts per time (e.g., voice data).  The Clipboard Manager receives the sound 
data and utilizes the Sound Recognition Module to translate the sound data to a key (“Book 
quote”).  In other implementations, the key may simply be an integer, as opposed to text.  The 
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Clipboard Manager then associates the key with the item.  Finally, the Clipboard Manager stores 
the key and item as a key-value pair in the multi-item clipboard. 
Figure 2, below, illustrates steps five through eight, building off the previous example 
presented in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 2 
As illustrated in Figure 2, the user selects Paste and the Clipboard Manager accepts audible 
input from the user.  The user provides a vocalization (“Book quote”).  The audio sensor measures 
the vocalization and converts it to sound data.  The Clipboard Manager receives the sound data 
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and utilizes the Sound Recognition Module to translate the sound data to a key.  In this example, 
the key is “Book quote.”  As a result, the Clipboard Manager searches through the multi-item 
clipboard for a matching key.  Upon finding a matching key, the Clipboard Manager retrieves the 
associated value and outputs the item: “To be or not to be.”  
A benefit of the disclosed methods and techniques includes the storage of more than one 
item at a time.  Since the multi-item clipboard is a key-value dictionary, multiple items can be 
stored in the multi-queue buffer and accessed at any time and in any order in accordance with user-
provided audible input.  For example, a user can copy multiple items from various applications 
and associate each item with a respective audible input.  The user can then paste the items in any 
order and at any time.  As a result, the user is not required to shuffle through various applications 
copying and pasting items one-by-one. 
Furthermore, the Clipboard Manager can determine context so as to designate a key-value 
pair to a certain set within the multi-item clipboard.  Determining context involves, for example, 
the Clipboard Manager identifying the application from which the item was copied or by 
identifying certain words in the sound data (e.g., password).  Alternatively, or in addition, the 
Clipboard Manager can prompt the user to select which set the user would like to store the key-
value pair in.  For example, a user may have multiple sets within the multi-item clipboard: a set 
for work-related items, a set for online-shopping, and so on.  In this way, a user can copy and paste 
items from certain sets, depending on context. 
In addition to the above descriptions, the computing device may allocate space for the 
multi-item clipboard in short-term memory and/or in long-term storage.  As a result, items stored 
in the long-term storage can be retrieved after a power cycling event.  Such a technique is beneficial 
because this enables users to conveniently store, for example, sensitive items (e.g., passwords) 
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using their vocalization as the key.  For example, a user may desire to copy a credit card number.  
As a result, the user provides audible input (“credit card number”) when prompted by the Clipboard 
Manager.  The Clipboard Manager can then store the password in long-term storage so the user 
can paste the password at a later time, even if the computing device experiences a power-cycle.   
Throughout this disclosure, examples are described where a computing device may analyze 
speech and/or text associated with a user, for example, the vocalization the user provides when 
prompted by the Clipboard Manager.  Further to the descriptions above, a user may be provided 
with controls allowing the user to make an election as to both if and when systems, programs, 
and/or features described herein may enable collection of information (e.g., a user’s voice), and if 
the user is sent content or communications from a server.  The computing device can be configured 
to only use the information after the computing device receives explicit permission from the user 
of the computing device to use the data.  For example, in situations where the computing device 
stores key-value pairs, individual users may be provided with an opportunity to provide input to 
control whether programs or features of the computing device can collect and make use of the data.  
Further, individual users may have constant control over what programs or applications can or 
cannot do with the information.  In addition, information collected may be pre-treated in one or 
more ways before it is transferred, stored, or otherwise used, so that personally identifiable 
information is removed.  For example, vocalization of a user may be treated so that no personally 
identifiable information can be determined of the user.  For example, a user’s geographic location 
contained in stored items may be generalized where location information is obtained (e.g., to a 
city, ZIP code, or state level), such that a particular location of a user cannot be determined.  Thus, 
the user may have control over whether information is collected about the user and the user’s 
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device, and how such information, if collected, may be used by the computing device and/or a 
remote computing system. 
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